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A Borsuk-Ulam theorem for the finite group G consists of finding a function b:N + N with 
b(n) + m as n + co and such that the existence of a G-map S V + SW between representa- 
tion spheres without fixed points implies dim W 2 b(dim V). We show that such a function 
b exists iff G is a p-group. We also prove that a G-map S V 4 SW as above with W s V exists. 
iff G is not a p-group. Similar results hold for compact Lie groups. As a corollary we obtain 
an algebraic haracterization of p-groups. If there exists an element a E A (G) of the Burnside 
ring of G with laGl = I and a representation Vof G with Ia”1 *dim VH = 0 for all subgroups 
H of G then G is not a p-group and vice versa. 
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The classical Borsuk-Ulam theorem states that the existence of an odd map S” + S” 
implies m 2 n. It is well-known that this can be generalized in the following way. 
Let V and W be orthogonal representations of the elementary abclian p-group 
G = (Z/JI)~, where p is a prime, such that the fixed point space WG = 0. If there exists an 
cquivariant map SV+ SW then dim W 2 dim V. 
This can be proved in an elementary way using only the concept of degree (cf. [3]). The 
statement is false in general when one replaces G by other finite groups. In [l] the following 
is proved. 
Let V and W be orthogonal representations of the cyclic group H/p’, p a prime, such that 
WG = 0. If there exists an equivariant map SV+ SW then dim W 2 (dim V)/pksl. 
The proof in [I] uses equivariant K-theory. For p = 2 = k this lower bound is close to being 
optimal; cf. Proposition 4.2. 
Now let G be any compact Lie group. We define the Borsuk-Ulam function b,: N + N 
as follows. 
For II EN b,(n) is the maximal natural number k such that the following holds: 
If there exists an equivariant map SV + SW between representation spheres atisfying 
dim V 2 n and W” = 0 then dim W 2 k. 
Thus the existence of a G-map SV + SW as above implies dim W 2 bG(dim V) and the 
Borsuk-Ulam function bG is maximal with respect o this property. Obviously, bG is weakly 
monotone increasing and bG(tt) S n if there exists an n-dimensional representation without 
fixed points (except 0). In general, let d be the minimal dimension of a non-trivial representa- 
tion of G. Then b,(n) 5 n + d. Moreover, bG(n + m) 5 b,(n) + b,(m) as can be seen by 
passing to the join of two maps SV, --* Se. 
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The above mentioned Borsuk-Ulam theorems can be rephrased as b&) 2 n for 
elementary abelian p-groups and b,(n) 2 n/p ‘-I for the cyclic p-group G = Z/pi. So 
a Borsuk-Ulam theorem consists of finding an explicit lower bound 6: N + N for bo such 
that b(n) + co as n -, cc. It is natural to ask for which groups G Borsuk-Ulam theorems in 
this sense xist, i.e. for which G is lim,, 9 b,(n) = co. It is obvious that this cannot be true if 
there exists an infinite-dimensional representation V and a finite-dimensional representa- 
tion IVwith WG = 0 and an equivariant map SV + S IV. It is also clear that bG is bounded if 
one can find representations W E V without fixed points and a G-map SV+ SW. Namely, 
setting U = W* c V one defines inductively G-maps J:S( W 6 U ‘) + SW as follows: 
fi:=I and J+i:=fio(J*id). H ere id is the identity map of SU and * denotes the join. 
THEOREM 1. For a finite group G the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) lim,,, b,(n) = co . 
(b) If there exists a G-map SV --) SW between representation spheres with dim V = co 
and WG =Othendim W= 00. 
(c) If there exists a G-map SV + SW between representation spheres with W c V and 
WG = 0 then W = V. 
(d) G is a p-group. 
For compact Lie groups we conjecture that the same is true with (d) replaced by 
(d’) G is p-toral, i.e. an extension of a p-group by a forus: 1 + (S I)’ + G + P -+ I. 
It is well known that (a), (6) and (c) are true if G is a torus. An elementary proofcan be found 
in [3]. For general compact Lie groups we can only prove the following. 
THEOREM 2. For a compact Lie group G the statements (h), (c) and (d’) are equivalent and 
(a) implies (b), (c), (d’). 
The equivalence of (c) and (d’) has been conjectured by Marzantowicz [19]. As 
a corollary of Theorem 1 and of a result of Waner [23] (see Theorem 2.1 of the paper at 
hand) we obtain an algebraic haracterization of p-groups. Let A(G) be the Burnside ring of 
the finite group G, i.e. the Grothendieck group of equivalence classes of finite G-sets. The 
addition is induced by the disjoint union and the multiplication by the Cartesian product. 
Elements of A(G) ca be written as [S] - [T] where S and T are finite G-sets. If H is 
a subgroup of G and S a finite G-set we write lSHJ for the cardinality of the H-fixed point set 
of S and 
laNl = IS”1 - IT“IEZ if a = [S] - [TIEA( 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a finite group. There exists aE A(G) and a representation V of 
G satisfying laG 1 = 1 and IanI * dim V” = 0 for all subgroups H of G IT G is not a p-group. 
We shall prove Theorems 1 and 3 in Section 2 and Theorem 2 in Section 3. In Section 4 
we shall state and prove a corollary concerning the equivariant Lusternik-Schnirelmann 
category catG(SV) or the G-genus yo(SV) for an infinite-dimensional representation sphere 
SV. This result is particularly useful for certain problems about the existence of critical 
points of G-invariant functionals SV + R and related applications. This type of problem is 
one of the main reasons to study Borsuk-Ulam theorems apart from its intrinsic interest. In 
Section 4 we shall also compute bc for G = B/4 (except for certain values of n mod 8 where 
we do not know whether bG(2n - 1) = n + 1 or n + 2). This will be a simple consequence of 
a result of Stolz [21]. 
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2 PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 3 
Let G be a finite group. We shall prove the following four implications: 
(b)-(a)=(c)*(d)=-(b). 
(b) * (a). Suppose bc is bounded, i.e. b,(n) ~2 B for all n E Ihl. This means that there exist 
representations V,, W, and G-maps f”‘.: SV,, -+ SW, with W.” = 0, dim W, s B and 
dim V, 2 n. Since there are only finitely many representations W of G with dim W 5 B we 
may assume W, = W for all n. Similarly, since G has only finitely many different irreducible 
representations there exists at least one, U say, such that U occurs arbitrarily often in some 
V., i.e. for each k E N there exists n = n(k) E N with U ’ c V.. Therefore we may also assume 
I’. = U “. Let V = colim V, = U.rI V.. We define a G-map SV+ S( Wx W) as follows. 
First replace SV by the telescope 
where (u, l)oSV,x {I} is identified with (u,O)ESV,+~ x {O}. Using the equivariant White- 
head theorem ([18], $1.1) one proves that T is G-homotopy equivalent to SF. Now we 
define /: T + S( W x W) by setting 
(,/m*f.(v), t*f.+r(u)) if UE I’. and n is odd; 
if DE V, and n is even. 
We leave it to the reader to check that / is well defined, continuous and equivariant. Cl 
(a)=>(c) This has been shown in Section 1 before the statement of Theorem 1. Cl 
(c) a(d) The proof of this implication will take up the main part of this section. Suppose 
G is not a p-group. We have to construct representations WE V of G with WG = 0 and 
a G-map SV + SW. It suffices to find a subgroup H of G and representations W s V of 
H with W” = 0 and an H-map SY + SW. Then we pass to the induced representations and 
obtain a G-map S(indg( V)) + S(indE( W)). The basic idea to construct these maps is to 
start with a map SW + S Wand then try to extend it to SK We recall a result of Waner [23]. 
As in Section 1 we write A(G) for the Burnside ring of G and a = [S] - [T] for elements of 
A(G). The maps 
A(G) -+ M a = [S] - [T]+zHI = IS”1 - IT”1 
defined for any H c G induce a ring monomorphism 
d: A(G)+ I,e;,~BZ,4u) = (la"l:H~@,(G)); 
cf. [9], Proposition IV.(4.6). 0(G) contains a representative of each conjugacy class of 
subgroups of G. Let I’,, . . . , V, be a complete set of irreducible representations of G with 
V, denoting the trivial representation. Set R = @im2 V,. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let W, U be orthogonal representations of G with R @ R c W and 
WG = 0. Then a G-map S( W @ U ) + SW exists ifl there exists a E A(G) satisfying I uGI = 1 
and lu”l = 0 for any subgroup H of G satisfying dim U H > 0. 
A proof can be found in [23]. cl 
We now distinguish two cases. 
1. G contains an element of mixed order. 
2. Every element of G has prime power order. 
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In the first case there exists an element g of G whose order is equal to p * q where p and 
q are different primes. Then H : = ( g) z Z/pq is a subgroup of G. An H-map S V + SW as 
required has been constructed in [23] and [Z]. The idea is simple. Let H act on W 2 C2 via 
9*(=1.=2):= (9 Pcl, gqc2) where we consider H as a subgroup of S ‘. Conner and Floyd 
constructed an H-map SW -+ SW of degree 0; cf. [8], (3.1). or the book by Bredon [S], 
I.8 (B). This map can easily be extended to an H-map S( E’$ U) ---, SW’ where H acts via 
scalar multiplication on U z C so that SU is a free H-space. This settles the first case. 
There are not many classes of groups all of whose elements have prime power order. To 
treat these cases we recall some group theory. A general reference is the book by Gorenstein 
[ 121. The group G is said to be a Frobenius group if it is a semidirect product G = F * K of 
the normal subgroup F, the Frobenius kernel, by the subgroup K such that 
g-‘KgnK = {e> for any gcG- K-K is called a Frobenius complement of G. An example 
of a Frobenius group is the dihedral group of order 2n with F 2 Z/n and K z Z/2 or the 
alternating group & of order 12 with F z Z/2 x Z/2 and K 2 Z/3. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose every element of G has prime power order but G is not 
a p-group. Then G contains a Frobenius group F * K with F a p-group and K a q-group where 
p and q are difirent primes. 
Proo$ Since G contains no element of mixed order the centralizer of any element 
different from the unit is a p-group, hence nilpotcnt. Groups in which all centralizers are 
nilpotent, so-called CN-groups, play an important role in the dcvclopment of group theory 
and have been studied cxtcnsively. Suppose first that G is a solvable CN-group. Then at 
least one of the following holds (cf. [12], Theorem 14.1.5). 
(i) G is nilpotcnt. 
(ii) G is a Frobcnius group whose Frobcnius complcmcnt is cithcr cyclic or the direct 
product of a cyclic group of odd order and a (gcncralized) quatcrnion group. 
(iii) G is a 3-step group, i.e. there exists a normal subgroup N of G which is a Frobenius 
group N = F - K with F a p-group and K a cyclic group of odd order not divisible 
by p and G/F is a Frobenius group with kernel N/F z K and complement a p- 
group. 
An example of a 3-step group is the symmetric group S4 with N = AJ = (h/2 x 2/2)-E/3 
and G/N z Z/2. Observe that the order of S, is 24 but S4 contains no element of order 6. If 
G is nilpotent then it is either a p-group or it contains an element of mixed order because 
nilpotent groups are direct products of their Sylow subgroups ([12], Theorem 2.3.5). So (i) 
cannot hold by our assumptions. If (ii) holds then the Frobenius kernel of G is nilpotent 
according to a theorem of Thompson ([12], Theorem 10.3.1), hence it must be a p-group. 
Since the Frobenius complement is cyclic or the direct product of a cyclic group of odd 
order and a quaternion group it must be a q-group (the quaternion groups are 2-groups). SO 
G is a Frobenius group of the required form. Similarly, if G is a 3-step group it must contain 
a Frobenius group as above. Thus the proposition is true for solvable groups. Next assume 
G is a non-solvable CN-group. After passing to a subgroup if necessary WC may assume that 
G is simple. The only simple CN-groups arc the following ones: 
(i) Suzuki groups S:(q) where q = 22m+L for some m > 0; S:(q) is the Chcvalley group 
zB2(4 ). 
(ii) The projective special linear groups PSL(3,4), PSL(2.9). PSL(2,2”) and PSL(2, p) 
where p > 3 is either a Mersenne prime or a Fermat prime. 
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This classification has been achieved by Suzuki 1223; cf. also [ 15 J and [ 163 for the definition 
of these groups. We do not care which of these groups actually have no elements of mixed 
order because all of them contain a Frobenius group F * K. For the Suzuki group Sr(q ) F is 
a 2-group of order q2 and K is the multiplicative group of the Galois field GF(q) hence the 
order of K is q - 1; see [ 161, Definition X1.3.2 and Lemma X1.3.1. For the projective groups 
one has: 
- PSL(3,4) contains the alternating group A6 hence it contains A4 = (h/2 x h/2)* Z/3 
(cf. [15], Aufgabe 11.7.13). 
- PSL(2, p”) for p” > 3 contains a Frobenius group whose kernel is elementary abelian 
of order p”. The complement is cyclic of order p” - 1 if p is even or of order f( p” - 1) 
if p is odd ([12], Theorem 2.8.2). 
If G has no elements of mixed order then these Frobenius groups must be of the form F * K 
with F a p-group and K a q-group as above. Cl 
We now come back to the proof of (c) 3 (d) in the case where each element of G has 
prime power order (but G is not a p-group). We want to construct a G-map S V 4 SW with 
SW E S V and S WC = 0. According to Proposition 2.2 it suffices to consider the case 
where G is a Frobenius group F - K with F a p-group and K a q-group. We assume first that 
F is elementary abelian, that K 2 Z/q and that the action of K on F is irreducible, i.e. the 
K-orbit of any non-trivial element of F generates F. Remember that K acts on F by 
conjugation and the action is free on F - {e}. We want to apply Theorem 2.1, so we need 
representations W, LI and an element a of the Burnside ring A(G) having certain properties. 
Set W = R $ R so that any non-trivial irreducible representation of G occurs twice in W. 
Let U, z C be any non-trivial irreducible representation of F and let U : = indF(UO) be the 
induced reprcscntation of G. Finally, we define an element a~ A(G) as follows. First we 
define a = (a,,: ff~@(G))~n,,.a(q)Z by setting 
0 if H s F or if H = K, 
an = IFI if H = F, 
1 if H = G. 
By our assumption on G up to conjugacy there are no other subgroups of G (cf. [11], (25.3)). 
We claim that a lies in the image of d: A(G) + nH&,(G) 2’. According to [9], Theorem 
IV(5.7) this is the case iff for any HE@(G) the following congruence holds: 
z, WV U *a,, E 0 mod INH/HI. 
The sum is taken over all conjugacy classes (L) such that H is a normal subgroup of L and 
L/H is cyclic. The integer n(H, L) is equal to INH/NH n NLI*I(L/H)*I where (L/H)* is the 
set of generators of the cyclic group L/H. If H = G or H = K the congruence is trivially true 
since in both cases NH = H. If H = F then 
gI n(F. L)*aL = n(F, F)*a, + n(F, G)*aG = IFI + q - 1. 
Now K z Z/q acts freely on F - { } e so that q divides I FI - 1. Therefore I FI + q - 1 = 0 
mod q = I NF/F). Next consider a subgroup H of F of index p. Then 
;, n(H. 0 aL = n(H, H)a,, + n(H. F)aF = (p - l)*IFI. 
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This is congruent to 0 modulo p = 1 NH/H 1 = IF/H I. Finally, if H is a subgroup of F of 
index at least p* then the congruence is trivially true since all L with L/F cyclic are proper 
subgroups of F, so at = 0. In conclusion, a is indeed an element of the image of d: d(a) = a 
for some a E A(G); a is unique since d is injective. Theorem 2.1 yields a map 
S(W@U)+SWprovided dimU”=O ifJaHI=all#O. Obviously, UG=O. To prove 
CJ’ = 0 let x0 be the character of the representation U0 of F and x: = ind$(Xo) the character 
of U = indF(U,). We want to show dim U r = 0, i.e. (1,x1 F)F = 0 where ( - , - )F is the 
inner product of the character ing of F. Applying the Frobenius reciprocity theorem ([12], 
Theorem 4.5) twice we obtain 
(1, xIF)F = (indi=?l), x)G = (r&indRl), XO)F 
=([G:F]*l,~o)F=[G:F]~(l,~,,)~=O 
because U $ = 0. 
In conclusion, if G = F*K is a Frobenius group with F elementary abelian, K z Z/q 
and K acts irreducibly on F then there exists a G-map S V = S( W $ U) + SW as required. 
We now extend this to the case of an arbitrary Frobenius group G = F- K as in Proposition 
2.2. First assume F is elementary abelian and K z H/q. Take any non-trivial element f of 
F and let P be the subgroup of F generated by the K-orbit of /: Then H = P-K is 
a Frobenius subgroup of G for which we can construct a G-map SV + S Was above. Passing 
to the induced representations we can do this for G, too. Next let F be an arbitrary p-group 
and K z Z/q. Let Q, be the Frattini subgroup of F, i.e. the intersection of all maximal 
subgroups of F. Then the Frattini factor group P = F/0 is elementary abelian according to 
[ 121, Theorem 5.13. Since Q, is a characteristic subgroup of F it is invariant under the action 
of K. So G/O is a Frobenius group with elementary abclian kernel F/O and complement 
K z Z/q. Thus there exists a G/O-map S V + SW as required which we can also consider as 
a G-map. Finally, if G = F * K is an arbitrary Frobenius group as in 2.2 let h E K be any 
elcmcnt of order q and set Q := (h) c K. Then H = F-Q is a Frobenius subgroup of 
G with complement Q r Z/q for which we can construct an H-map as required and this 
suffices as usual. cl 
Another construction of G-maps SV + SW as above for a non-solvable group G can be 
found in [23]; see also Remark 2.3(a) below. It remains to prove 
(d) = (6) This has been shown in [4]. For the sake of completeness we sketch the idea. 
Let G be a p-group and S V + SW a G-map of an infinite-dimensional representation sphere 
SV into a representation sphere SW with S WC = 0. We have to show dim W = 00. Let 
rrz denote Bore1 stable cohomotopy: n:(X) = x$(EG X,X) where nJ is stable co- 
homotopy. x:(X) is a module over r&pr) = r&EC). Since SV is (non-equivariantly) 
c_ontractible one has xb(S V) z x$(pr) z ng(BG). x~(BG) is isomorphic to the completion 
A(G) of the Burnside ring A(G) by Carlsson’s solution of the Segal conjecture in [6]. Next 
one constructs a non-zero element u of A(G) with ulH = OEA(H) for every proper 
subgroup H of G; see [4], Lemma (2.1). For a p-group the natural map A(G) + A^(G) is 
injective according to Laitinen [17], Corollary 1.11. Let u be the image of u under the 
monomorphism A(G) -+ A^(G) z ng( pt) : II:( Similarly, let w be the image of u under 
the homomorphism A(G) -+ i(G) z xb( pr) -+ xE(S W). No power Y” of u can be trivial since 
this is true for u in A(G). The existence of a G-map SV+ SW implies that no power w” of 
w can be zero because ng(S W) + II: is a x$( pt)-module homomorphism, hence w” 
maps to v”. This implies dim W = co as required. Namely, if SW was a finite G - C W- 
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complex then it could be covered by finitely many open subsets U,, i = 1,. . . , n, each of 
which can be deformed to a G-orbit Gx, in SW. Since u restricts to 0 in ,4(H) for H s G 
w restricts to 0 in x~(U,), hence it comes from rrg(S W, U,). Then the product w” comes from 
&SW, u, v . . . v V,) = 0 contradicting w” # 0. Cl 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of the 
equivalence of (c) and (d) and of Theorem 2.1. 
2.3. Remarks. (a) If G is non-solvable a G-map SV-* SW with W s Vand WG = 0 has 
also been constructed by Waner in [23]. He starts with a non-trivial idempotent aoA(G) 
which exists according to a theorem of Dress [SJ iff G is non-solvable (cf. also [93, 
Proposition IV(7.7)). Since 1 - a is also an idempotent one may assume that Ia’1 = 0. Let 
H be a minimal subgroup of G such that IaH1 = 1. Then al H corresponds to an H-map 
SW + SW for some representation W of H with WH = 0. By Theorem 2.1 there exists an 
H-map S( W @ U) + SW for any representation U of H with U H = 0. Now we pass to the 
induced representations as usual. 
(b) The elements of A(G) which we use are not too far away from being idempotent. For 
example, let G = F - K be a Frobenius group with F elementary abelian and K z 2/q acting 
irreducibly on F. We defined an element a l A(G) by giving its image a = d(a)o nHcOtC, Z. 
Observe that xH = (a”(~(0, 1) for all subgroups H of G except for H = F. So a is almost 
idempotent. If F z Z/p it is easy to give the explicit formula for a: 
a = 1’ [G/G] + 5 * [G/F] - [G/K]. 
(c) The implication (d)=(c) is easy to see. Given a G-map SV+ SW with W c V we 
consider the composition i o/: S V + SV whcrc i:SWc;SV is the inclusion. iof induces an 
element a of A(G) z oi( pt) where oE denotes equivariant stable cohomotopy. Since 
VG =0 we know laGI = 1, hence lacl 3 1 mod p because G is a p-group. But 
laCl = deg(i o/), so i of cannot be nullhomotopic which implies W = V. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Since (a) * (b) is obvious it remains to prove the equivalence of (b), (c) and (d’). 
(b) a (c) Given a G-map S( W@ U) -, SW with WC = 0 we first define inductively 
G-maps S( W@ U “) -+ SW as in Section 1. Then we use these maps to construct a G-map 
SV-+S(W@ W)with V=colim(W~Un)asintheproofof(b)~(a)inSection2.If(b)is 
true then U = 0. cl 
(c) = (d’) Let G,-, be the component of the identity of G and F = G/G,, be the factor 
group. By Theorem 1 it is clear that F must be a p-group because any F-map SV+ SWcan 
be considered as a G-map. It remains to prove that Go is a torus. If Go is not a torus it 
suffices to construct a Go-map S V -, SW with W s V and WC0 = 0. Then we pass to the 
induced representation as usual. Therefore we may assume that G is a compact connected 
non-abelian Lie group. Moreover, it suffices to consider the case where G is semisimple, i.e. 
it contains no connected abelian normal subgroup different from the trivial one (equival- 
ently: the center of G is finite). To see this let TZ be the maximal torus of the center of G. 
Then G/TZ is semisimple as a consequence of the structure theorem of compact connected 
Lie groups; cf. [ 143, Theorem XIII. 1.3. And any G/TZ-map S V + SW can be considered as 
a G-map as usual. From now on G is a compact connected semisimple Lie group. 
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3.1. LEMMA. There exist finitely many closed subgroups HI,. . . , H, r G such that any 
closed subgroup H 5 G is subconjugate to one of the Hi. 
Proof Let JI(G) be the space of conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of G. It is a totally 
disconnected compact Hausdotispace partially ordered by subconjugation; cf. [9], Section 
IV.3 for the definitions and the following arguments. Let p(G) be the set of maximal 
elements of 9’(G):= 4(G) - (Gj. S ince G is semisimple it is not the limit of proper 
subgroups of G, i.e. $‘(G) is a closed subset of JI(G). If (Hi)E JI’(G) is an increasing sequence 
then lim(Hi) = (H)E $‘(G) exists and (Hi) < (H) for all i. So Zom’s lemma implies that p(G) 
is not empty. Furthermore, p(G) must be finite because any sequence (Hi) in p(G) contains 
a convergent subsequence. And if lim(Hi) = (H) then (Hi) 5 (H) for almost all i, hence 
(Hi) = (H) for almost all i. 0 
3.2. PRoPosITIoN. Let W be a finite-dimensional complex representation of G such that 
WG = 0 and dim W* z 1 for any H f G. W exists because of Lemma 3.2. Then there exist 
G-maps f:SW+SWwithdeg(f”)=O foranyHSG. 
Proofi The function z: I,+(G) -* E, z(G) = 1, z(H) = 0 if H s G, is continuous since {G} is 
a closed and open subset of 4(G). It is the degree function of some G-map SV-I SV if for 
each (H), (t)e+(G) with H normal in L and L/H a torus r(H) = z(L) and if for any 
(H)E t&G) with NH/H finite the following congruence is satisfied: 
$ n(H, L)*z(L) E 0 mod /NH/HI. 
The sum is taken over all conjugacy classes (L) such that H is a normal subgroup of L and 
L/H is finite cyclic. The n(H, L) are certain integers; cf. [9], Proposition IV(5.8). In our case 
these congruences are obvious. Either H 5 G and then z(L) = 0 for all possible L since G/H 
can neither be a torus nor finite, (G is connected semisimple). And if H = G then 
[NH/HI = 1. Now Theorem II(5.17) of [9] implies that z is the degree function of a map 
$:SW+SW, i.e. deg(f”) = z(H) for any (H)eJ/(G). cl 
The implication (c)*(d’) is settled with the next result. 
3.3. PRopoanoN. Ler W be as in Proposition 3.2 and let X be a Jinite-dimensional 
G-C W-complex with X ’ = 0. Then there exists a G-map X + SW. In particular, we may 
take X = S( W @ II) where U is any representation of G with UC = 0. 
ProoJ Let f: SW + SW be a map as in Proposition 3.2, i.e. deg(f “) = 0 for any H s G. 
We now construct F: X -, SW inductively. On the O-skeleton of X we define F,, : X0 -+ SW 
arbitrarily (but equivariant, of course). Remember that any isotropy group occurring in X is 
subconjugate to some isotropy group occurring in SW. Suppose F.: X, + SW is defined on 
the n-skeleton of X and set F ;:=p F.. Then we can extend F :, equivariantly over the 
(n + 1)-skeleton of X since for any G-cell G/H x D”* ’ it suffices to extend the restriction 
Fk: {eH} x S” -+ SWH non-equivariantly on {eH} x D”+‘. This is certainly possible because 
deg(f “) = 0 implies that the above restriction is nullhomotopic. 0 
(d’) = (b) Let G be a p-toral group and /: S V + SW be a G-map between representation 
spheres uch that dim V = co and WG = 0. We have to show dim W = co. As a p-toral 
group G can be approximated by finite p-groups. More precisely, let n be a multiple of the 
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number of connected components of G and consider the group T. : = { g E G : g” = 1). Here 
T is the maximal torus of G, so by assumption it is the connected component of the identity 
element of G. According to [ 131, Lemma 1.4, there exists a finite subgroup G, of G such that 
G, A T = T, and G,/T, = G/T. If n is a power of p then G, is a finite p-group. The groups 
G, approximate G as n = pk -+ cc. If dim W c co then there exists a finite p-group P c G 
such that Wp = WG = 0. This contradicts Theorem 1. cl 
4. RELATED RESULTS AND PROBLEMS 
Let us first make a remark concerning the proofs of our results. As already mentioned in 
Section 2 after the proof of Theorem 1, (c)*(d), for a finite non-solvable group G an 
equivariant map S V + SW where W s V are finite-dimensional representations of G with 
WG = 0 has been constructed by Waner [23]. His construction is much more elementary 
since he does not use the highly nontrivial classification of the simple CN-groups by Suzuki. 
On the other hand he needs Dress’s theorem on the characterization of solvable groups 
quoted in Remark 2.3(a). Similarly, it would be interesting to have a construction for 
a solvable non-p-group G without knowing the structure of solvable CN-groups. On the 
other hand, our maps S V + SW are different from those of Waner. So there are three ways 
of constructing maps from representation spheres into subrepresentation spheres without 
fixed points depending on the structure of G. One type of maps comes from cyclic subgroups 
Z/pq of G. another one from Frobenius subgroups of G. Both types of subgroups yield an 
element of A(G) hence a G-map SW -* SW which can be extended to S( W Cl3 U ) -+ SW for 
certain representations Il. The third type of maps comes from a non-trivial idempotent in 
A(G) which exists ifTG is non-solvable; see [23] for this approach. A natural question to ask 
is what kind of elements in cquivariant or non-equivariant homotopy groups one obtains 
(after suspension)? Certainly these elements are not zero in equivariant homotopy groups. 
A simple corollary of Theorem 1 concerns the equivariant Lusternik-Schnirelmann 
category catc and the G-genus yG. We remind the reader of the definitions. For a G-space 
X catG(X) is the smallest natural number k such that there exists a numerable covering 
(X,, . . . , xk} of X and equivariant deformations of X, into single G-orbits Gxl of X. If no 
such k exists we set cate( X) = co. The G-genus yG(X) is the smallest natural number k such 
that there exist proper subgroups H,, . . . ,HkofGandaG-mapX-*G/H,*. . . *G/H,of 
X into the join of the orbit spaces G/H,. Again YG( X) = co if no such k exists. If X G = 0 
then catG( X) 1 ye(X) since we assumed our covering to be numerable. 
THEOREM 4.1. G is p-toral IY for every infinite-dimensional representation sphere SV of 
G with SVG = 0 catG(SV) = yG(SV) = CO. 
Proof. For a G-space X with y(;( X) < co there exists a map into a finite-dimensional 
representation sphere SW with S WG = 0 since any G/H, can be mapped into some SW, as 
a consequence of the Peter-Weyl theorem. Hence, if G is p-toral and V an infinite- 
dimensional representation we get catG(S V) 2 yG(SV) = co by Theorem 2, (d’) Z. (b). On 
the other hand, if G is not p-toral there exists a G-map SV + SW with dim V = og, 
dim CVC 00 and S WC = Qr according to Theorem 2, (b)*(d’). Since 
yo(SlV’) I; cat&SW) < co we immediately obtain yG(SV) < 03 because yo is monotone: 
yG( X) 5 yG( Y) if there exists a G-map X -+ I’. This argument does not work for cat‘.. But 
a simple trick helps. Namely, if there is a G-map X + Y then catG(X* Y) 5 2 ’ cat,(Y) 
according to Lemma (4.3) of [4]. Hence, catG(S( vx W)) 5 2*catc(sW) < co. Cl 
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The equivariant category cat&f) and the genus y&V) are lower bounds for the number 
of critical G-orbits of a differentiable G-invariant map f: M -, R which is bounded below 
and satisfies the Palais-Smale condition; cf. [7], for example. The case where M = SV is 
a sphere in a G-Banach space is particularly important in applications. If G is not p-toral 
then one can construct G-Banach spaces V with VG = 0 and cat&V) < co. We only 
sketch this construction for a semisimple Lie group G. Let Ybe any Banach space on which 
G acts through linear isometries such that VG = 0. According to Theorem 13.3 of 
Murayama’s paper [20] the unit sphere SV has the G-homotopy type of a G-CW-complex 
X since S V is a G-ANR. In Proposition 3.3 we constructed G-maps X, + SW for any n E N. 
Here X, denotes the n-skeleton of X. Using the telescope construction as in Section 2 one 
can now define a G-map X + S( W x W). Thus we also have a G-map SV+ S( Wx W) 
which implies as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 that cat&( Vx Wx W)) < 00. 
Our results indicate that the category is only useful if G is @oral or if a p-toral subgroup 
of G acts on SY without fixed points. Of course, even if G is a p-group one still has to 
compute catG(SV) or yG(SV) which is very difficult (if dim V< co). As the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 shows this is closely related to the computation of bG. Except for the known 
cases of elementary abelian p-groups or tori this has been done only for G = Z/4, at least 
implicitly. Namely, Stolz [21] proved that a B/2-map RP’“- * + Sm-l, n 2 2, exists iff 
n + 1 for n s 0.2 mod 8; 
In 2 s(n) = n + 2 for n = 1,3,4, 5.7 mod 8; 
n+3 forn=6mod8. 
The action of Z/2 on RP*“- ’ comes from the free action of Z/d c S’ on S2n-’ c @“induced 
by scalar multiplication. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For G = Z/4 we haoe: b,(l) = 1, b,(2) = 2 and if n 2 2 
n + 1 for n E 0.2 mod 8; 
bG(2n) = n+2 fern E 1,3,4, 5,7 mod 8; 
n + 3 for n z 6 mod 8. 
bG(2n 1) n + 1 for n E 0, 1.2, 3 mod 8; - = 
n + 2 for n z 6,7 mod 8. 
ff n E 4,5 mod 8 then n + 1 5 bJ2n - 1) 5 n + 2. 
Prooj: A Z/Z-map RP*“-’ -+ S”-’ induces a H/4-map SVY + SVT where Z/4 c S’ 
acts on V, 2 C via scalar multiplication and on V, z R via multiplication with - 1. 
Furthermore, a Z/4-map SV -* SW with S WG = 0 and dim V = 2n induces a H/4-map 
SV”, + Sk’? where m = dim W, hence a Z/2-map RP*“-’ -+ S”-‘. Therefore b,(2n) = s(n). 
The computation of bG(2n - 1) for n E 0,7 mod 8 is now a consequence of the mono- 
tonicity of bG. For the other values of n module 8 one uses the inequality 
bG(n + 1) 5 b,(n) + 1. 0 
Being unable to compute bc for other groups we conclude with three questions 
concerning the behavior of bG. 
1. If G is not p-toral then bG is bounded. What is max bG? 
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2. How fast does ba grow if G is a p-group? We conjecture that ba always grows linearly, 
i.e. there exist constants 0 < cG s 1 and da E h such that b,(n) 2 ca l n - da. May be, 
CG = I/p’ suffices if pk+ ’ is the. highest order of an element of G. This is true for 
elementary abelian and cyclic p-groups. 
3. We conjecture that the function n I+ 2b&) - n is periodic (with period 16, n 2 3) for 
G = Z/4. If so, is this an exceptional or a typical behavior of cyclic p-groups or 
2-groups or in general? This is closely related to but more difficult than the second 
question. Namely, if there exists an integer uG such that the function 
II w UG * b,(n) - n iS periodic then b,(n) 2 ca’ n - da for CG = I/uG and SOtIle da. 
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